
 

Cboe Options Regulatory Circular RG19-028 
 
Date:  September 27, 2019 

To:    Trading Permit Holders 

From: Legal Division, Regulatory Division & Market Structure 

RE:       Rule Changes Associated with C1 Trading System Migration 
 

On October 7, 2019, Cboe Options Exchange, Inc. (“Cboe Options” or the “Exchange”) plans to migrate 

to Bats Technology (referred to as the “C1 Trading System Migration” or the “Migration”), pending 

regulatory approval. The purpose of this circular is to highlight changes that will be made to the 

organizational structure of the Cboe Options Rulebook in connection with the Migration. This circular 
also identifies certain rule changes associated with the Migration. Unless otherwise noted, the rules 
referenced in this circular are planned to be effective upon the Migration on October 7, 2019.  

 
New Cboe Options Shell Rulebook  

In connection with the C1 Trading System Migration, the Exchange has created a new shell Rulebook 
that resides along its current Rulebook.  The new shell Rulebook outlines the new chapters and chapter 
sections that will become effective as part of the Migration, as well as new chapter numbering.  As part 

of this structure, the Exchange has been amending and relocating its current rules into the new shell 
Rulebook to reflect its System in connection with the Migration. The Exchange has also been 

incorporating rule text from the existing Rulebook that will not change as part of the Migration into the 

new shell Rulebook. Ultimately, the shell Rulebook will become effective upon the Migration as the 

Exchange’s Rulebook, and the existing Rulebook will be retired.  
 

For reference, the existing Cboe Options Rulebook is available here. The new Rulebook shell, which will 
become effective upon Migration, is available here.  A list of Cboe Options rule change filings specific to 

the Migration is included at the end of this circular. For reference, these and other Cboe Options rule 
change filings are available here. Please check this page for future updates on filings associated with 

the Migration.1   
 

A summary of the new shell Rulebook is provided below.  The summary highlights certain rule changes 

included in new Chapters 1 and 5.  However, please note it does not cover all of the changes to the Cboe 
Option Rules in connection with the Migration and does not include a complete description of the 

changes discussed below. Please refer to the rule text and rule change filings for additional information.  
Information regarding the technology integration may also be found on the Cboe Options Exchange 

Integration webpage and in the Cboe Options Technical Integration FAQ and Cboe Options Integration 
Update. 
 
 
 

                                                        
1 If you wish to receive automated alerts on rule filing changes, you may do so by subscribing to the RSS feed 

located on the Cboe Options Exchange Rule Filings webpage.   

http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_book/C1_Exchange_Rule_Book-Currently-Effective.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_book/C1_Exchange_Rule_Book-Effective-October-7-2019.pdf
http://markets.cboe.com/us/options/regulation/rule_filings/cone/
https://batsintegration.cboe.com/c1
https://batsintegration.cboe.com/c1
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/C1_Technical_Integration_FAQ.pdf
https://cdn.cboe.com/resources/release_notes/2019/Important-Cboe-Options-Exchange-Integration-Update-August.pdf
https://cdn.cboe.com/resources/release_notes/2019/Important-Cboe-Options-Exchange-Integration-Update-August.pdf
http://markets.cboe.com/us/options/regulation/rule_filings/cone/
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Chapter 1. General Provisions 
Chapter 1 of the new Rulebook will cover general provisions. Section A of Chapter 1 will contain 
definitions, Section B will contain rules regarding administrative matters, and Section C will contain 

rules regarding Exchange liability. 
 
Rule 1.1. Definitions 
Question [1]: What are the Capacity codes in which a User may submit an order? (Updates 

Regulatory Circular RG13-038) 

 
Answer:  Rule 1.1 defines “Capacity” as the capacity in which a User2 submits an order, which 

the User specifies by applying the corresponding code to the order. Below is a list of the 
Capacity codes that will be available upon the Migration: 

 

Code Capacity Type 

B For the account of a broker or dealer, including a Foreign Broker-Dealer 

C For the account of a Public Customer 

F For an OCC clearing member firm proprietary account 

J For a joint back office account 

L For the account of a non-Trading Permit Holder affiliate* 

M For the account of Market-Maker 

N For the account of a market-maker on another options exchange 

U For the account of a Professional 

 

Capacity codes in the new Rulebook are similar to what are referred to as “order origin” codes 
in the existing rules and related documents. However, there will be a few distinctions as 

compared to the existing order origin codes (which are currently set out on Regulatory Circular 
RG13-038): 

 
- The Capacity code for Professionals will be “U” upon Migration (it is currently “W”) and the 

Exchange will no longer recognize Voluntary Professionals. 

  

- The D order origin code (for non-TPH broker/dealer account FLEX Option orders) and the Y 
order origin code (for orders for the account of specialists registered in the underlying stock 

at the primary exchange for trading the stock) will no longer be available.  

 

*Please also note, as is the case today, the “L” Capacity code is for orders for the account of 
non-Trading Permit Holder affiliates effected for the purpose of hedging the proprietary over-
the-counter trading of the Clearing Trading Permit Holder or its affiliates to be aggregated with 
the trading activity of the Clearing Trading Permit Holder for purposes of the Multiply-Listed 
Options Fee Cap and Cboe Proprietary Products Sliding Scale for Clearing Trading Permit 

Holder proprietary orders; a “Non-Trading Permit Holder Affiliate” is defined as a 100% wholly-

                                                        
2 Rule 1.1 defines “User” as any Trading Permit Holder (“TPH”) or Sponsored User who is authorized to obtain 

access to the System pursuant to Rule 5.5. 

https://www.cboe.com/publish/RegCir/RG13-038.pdf
https://www.cboe.com/publish/RegCir/RG13-038.pdf
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owned affiliate or subsidiary of a Clearing Trading Permit Holder that is (i) registered as United 
States or foreign broker/dealer and (ii) is not itself a CBOE Trading Permit Holder 

 

For additional information regarding the use of the M and N Capacity codes please see RG19-
029.  

 
Question [2]: Will there be any change to the Exchange’s quoting functionality? 

 

Answer:  Yes.  Rule 1.1 defines “quote” and “quotation” as “a firm bid or offer a Market-Maker 
(i) submits electronically in an order or bulk message (including to update any bid or offer 
submitted in a previous order or bulk message) or (ii) represents in open outcry on the trading 
floor.” However, unlike the Exchange’s existing quoting functionality, which has only been 

available to Market-Makers in their appointed classes, bulk messages will be available to all 
Users upon the Migration.  

 
Rule 1.1, in relevant part, defines a “bulk message” is “a single electronic message a User 

submits to the Exchange in which the User may enter, modify, or cancel up to an Exchange-
specified number of bids and offers.” The System will handle a bulk message bid or offer in the 

same manner as it handles an order or quote, unless the Rules specify otherwise. Bulk messages 
are to be submitted via a bulk port. As described in Rule 5.5(c)(3), a bulk port is a dedicated 
logical port that provides Users with the ability to submit bulk messages, single orders, or 

auction responses. 

 
A User may submit a bulk message through a bulk port subject to the following: (1) a bulk 

message has a time-in-force of Day; (ii) a Market-Maker with an appointment in a class may 

designate a bulk message for that class as Post Only or Book Only, and other Users must 

designate a bulk message for that class as Post Only; and (iii) a User may establish a default 
Match Trade Prevention (“MTP”) Modifier of MCN, MCO, or MCB (see Question [10] for additional 
information on MTP Modifiers), and a default value of Attributable or Non-Attributable, for a 
bulk port, each of which applies to all bulk messages submitted to the Exchange through that 
bulk port. 

 
For additional information on quote functionality please see Exchange Notice C2018100800 and 
Cboe Options Exchange Platform Change Matrix.  

 
Rule 1.6. Time 

Question [3]: Will times in the Cboe Options Rules and System continue to be reflected in Chicago 
Time? 

 
Answer:  No. Upon the Migration, times in the Cboe Options Rules and System will reflect 
Eastern Time, unless otherwise specified.  

 
 

 

http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/circulars/regulatory/RG19-029.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/circulars/regulatory/RG19-029.pdf
https://markets.cboe.com/resources/release_notes/2018/Cboe-Global-Markets-Announces-New-Options-Quoting-Interface-and-Risk-Reset-Functionality.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/C1_PLATFORM_CHANGE_MATRIX.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/C1_PLATFORM_CHANGE_MATRIX.pdf
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Chapter 5. Options Trading 
Chapter 5 of the new Rulebook will cover options trading. Section A of Chapter 5 will contain general 
provisions, Section B will contain rules regarding Exchange authority, Section C will contain rules 

regarding electronic trading, Section D will contains rules regarding Market-Maker obligations, Section 
E will contain rules regarding Intermarket Linkage, Section F will contain rules governing FLEX trading, 
and Section G will contain rules for manual order handling and open outcry trading. 
 

Rule 5.1. Trading Days and Hours 

Question [4]:  Will the times for Regular Trading Hours (“RTH”) and Global Trading Hours (“GTH”) 
remain the same?  

 
Answer:  Yes, the times for RTH and GTH will remain the same.  However, please note the times 

reflected in the Cboe Options Rules and System will be in Eastern Time instead of Central Time 
(see new Rule 1.6 above).  

 
Question [5]: Will there be a GTH session for FLEX Options? 

 
Answer:  Yes, for certain FLEX Options classes.  Pursuant to Rule 5.1(c)(1), FLEX Options classes 

with the same underlying index as options eligible for trading during GTH (currently SPX and 
VIX options3) will be eligible for trading during GTH.  

 

Rule 5.5. System Access and Connectivity 

Question [6]: What is an Executing Firm ID (“EFID”)4? 
 

Answer: Rule 5.5(b) describes EFIDs. Each EFID corresponds to a single TPH and a single 

clearing number of a Clearing TPH with The Options Clearing Corporation (the “OCC”). The 

Exchange assigns an EFID to a TPH, which the System uses to identify the TPH and the clearing 
number for the execution of orders and quotes submitted to the System with that EFID. A TPH 
may obtain one or more EFIDs from the Exchange. TPHs are required to have a clearing 

guarantee on file with Membership Services prior to obtaining an EFID. Membership Services 
will then work with the TPH to create an EFID. Please contact Membership Services at 

membershipservices@cboe.com for assistance.  
 

Each EFID corresponds to a single TPH and a single clearing number of a Clearing TPH with the 

OCC. A TPH may obtain multiple EFIDs, which may be for the same or different clearing 
numbers. A TPH may only identify for any of its EFIDs the clearing number of a Clearing TPH that 

is a Designated Give Up or Guarantor of the TPH. A TPH is able to designate which of its EFIDs 
may be used for each of its ports. In order to use an EFID on a specific port, the EFID must be 

designated for use on that port. An EFID may be designated for use on multiple ports. Once 
EFIDs have been established for a TPH, the EFID to port association can be managed by 
contacting the Cboe Trade Desk at tradedesk@cboe.com. If a User submits an order or quote 

                                                        
3 Updated 10/2/2019 to remove XSP which was included in error. 
4 Rule 1.1 defines “EFID” as Executing Firm ID.  

mailto:membershipservices@cboe.com
mailto:tradedesk@cboe.com
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through a port with an EFID not enabled for that port, the System cancels or rejects the order or 
quote. 

 

A TPH with an Electronic Market-Making Permit must have at least one market maker-range 
clearing sub-account tied to a clearing number and reflected through a Market-Maker ID 
(“MMID”) on Bats Tech MMIDs are set up through Exchange Membership Services.  For 
additional information, see FIX Tags 1 and 440 in the Cboe US Options Fix Specification. The 

MMID will be associated with a single EFID. Designated Primary Market-Makers (“DPMs”) will 

require a separate MMID unique to the DPM in order to take an appointment. Market-Maker 
trades must contain the correct MMID in FIX Tag 440 or the trades will not clear properly at the 

OCC. MMIDs are used to select Market-Maker appointments. Market-Makers must enter 
appointments via the Cboe US Customer Web Portal. Market-Makers must select their 

appointments via the Cboe US Customer Web Portal by 2:30 AM Eastern Time for both an All 
Sessions appointment, which includes both GTH and RTH, and 9:00 AM Eastern Time for an RTH 

only appointment for the appointments to be effective on that day. Please note, Market-Maker 
appointments entered prior to October 7, 2019 will not automatically transfer over. 

 
Each individual acting as a Market-Maker on the Exchange trading floor will require a Market-

Maker Floor Trading Permit. Each floor Market-Maker will continue to have an acronym (also 
referred to as a badge). Each acronym will be tied to an EFID, a clearing number and an account 
on a class-by-class basis managed by the firm using the Cboe US Customer Web Portal.   

 

Question [7]: Are there any system access changes? 
 

Answer:  For system access changes please see the  Cboe Options Exchange Platform Change 

Matrix. 

 
Rule 5.6. Order Types, Order Instructions, and Times-in-Force 

Question [8]: What new order types/instructions will be available? 

 
Answer: Any order types and order instructions available on Cboe Options prior to the 
migration will still be available following the migration with the exception of market-if-touched 
orders. Below are descriptions of additional order types and instructions that will be available 
following the migration.  

 
- Cancel back is an order a User designates as not subject to the Price Adjust process 

(described below). The System will cancel or reject the order (immediately at the time the 
System receives the order or upon return to the System after being routed away) if 

displaying the order on the Book would create a locked or crossed market, or if the order 
cannot otherwise be executed or displayed in the Book at its limit price. The System will 
execute a Book Only – Cancel Back order against resting orders and cancel or reject a Post 

Only – Cancel Back order that would lock or cross the opposite side of the BBO.  
 

http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/US_Options_FIX_Specification.pdf
https://markets.cboe.com/account/login/
https://markets.cboe.com/account/login/
https://markets.cboe.com/account/login/
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/C1_PLATFORM_CHANGE_MATRIX.pdf
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- Default is an order a User designates for electronic processing, and which order (or 
unexecuted portion) will route to PAR for manual handling if not eligible for electronic 
processing.  

 
- Direct to PAR is an order a User designates to be routed directly to a specified PAR 

workstation for manual handling. A User must designate a Direct to PAR order as RTH Only 
as trading during the GTH session will be electronic only.  

 

- Electronic Only is an order a User designates for electronic execution (in whole or in part) 
on the Exchange only, and does not route to PAR for execution in open outcry. Electronic 

Only orders that would otherwise route to PAR pursuant to Exchange rules will be 
automatically cancelled.  

 
- Non-Attributable is an order a User designates for display (price and size) on an 

anonymous basis.  
 

- Post Only may not remove liquidity from the Book or route away to another Exchange. The 
System will rank and execute Post Only orders pursuant to Rule 5.32. A Post Only order that 

the User designates as not subject to the Price Adjust process that locks or crosses a 
Protected Quotation of another exchange will be cancelled or rejected.  

 

- Price Adjust is an order a User designates as subject to the Price Adjust process (described 

in Question [21]). An order a User does not designate as Cancel Back will be subject to the 
Price Adjust process.  

 

- Good-til-Date/GTD is a time-in-force that means, if after entry into the System, the order is 

not fully executed, the order (or unexecuted portion) will remain available for potential 
display or execution (with the same timestamp) until a date and time specified by the 
entering User unless cancelled by the entering User.  

 
Question [9]: Can an order be entered that is eligible to trade in RTH only, GTH only or both? 

 
Answer: Orders can only be designated as RTH Only (which is only eligible to trade during the 
RTH session) or All Sessions (which will execute during RTH or GTH). If a User wants an order to 

execute only during GTH, the User can enter an All Sessions order with a time-in-force that 
expires prior to the RTH market open. 

 
An unexecuted All Sessions order on the GTH Book at the end of a GTH trading session enters 

the RTH Queuing Book and becomes eligible for execution during the RTH opening rotation and 
trading session on that same trading day, subject to a User’s instructions.  

 

If an order is not designated as All Sessions, the order will be an RTH Only order. An unexecuted 
RTH Only order with a Time-in-Force of good-til-cancelled (“GTC”) or GTD on the RTH Book at 

the end of an RTH trading session enters the RTH Queuing Book and becomes eligible for 
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execution during the RTH opening rotation and trading session on the following trading day 
(but not during the GTH trading session on the following trading day), subject to a User’s 
instructions.  

 
Question [10]: What Match Trade Prevention (“MTP”) modifiers will be available? 
 

Answer: MTP modifiers will be available to all Users as opposed to just Market-Makers 

exclusively, and provide multiple choices regarding how the System will handle orders with the 

same Unique Identifiers. As described in Rule 5.6, an order designated with any MTP modifier 
will not execute against a resting opposite side order also designated with an MTP modifier and 

originating from the same Unique Identifier. 

 
Except for the MDC modifier described below, the MTP modifier on the incoming order controls 
the interaction between two orders marked with MTP modifiers: 

 
- MTP Cancel Newest (“MCN”): An incoming order marked with the “MCN” modifier will not 

execute against a resting order marked with any MTP modifier originating from the same 

Unique Identifier. The System will cancel or reject the incoming order, and the resting order 

will remain in the Book. 

 
- MTP Cancel Oldest (“MCO”): An incoming order marked with the “MCO” modifier will not 

execute against a resting order marked with any MTP modifier originating from the same 

Unique Identifier. The System will cancel or reject the resting order, and process the 

incoming order in accordance with Rule 5.32. 
 

- MTP Decrement and Cancel (“MDC”): An incoming order marked with the “MDC” modifier 
will not execute against a resting order marked with any MTP modifier originating from the 

same Unique Identifier. If both orders are equivalent in size, the System will cancel or reject 
both orders. If the orders are not equivalent in size, the System will cancel or reject the 
smaller of the two orders and decrements the size of the larger order by the size of the 

smaller order, which remaining balance remains on or processes in accordance with Rule 
5.32, as applicable. Notwithstanding the foregoing, unless a User instructs the Exchange not 

to do so, the System will cancel or reject both orders if the resting order is marked with any 
MTP modifier other than MDC and the incoming order is smaller in size than the resting 

order. 
 

- MTP Cancel Both (“MCB”): An incoming order marked with the “MCB” modifier will not 

execute against a resting order marked with any MTP modifier originating from the same 
Unique Identifier. The System will cancel or reject both orders. 
 

- MTP Cancel Smallest (“MCS”): An incoming order marked with the “MCS” modifier will not 

execute against a resting order marked with any MTP modifier originating from the same 
Unique Identifier. If both orders are equivalent in size, the System will cancel or reject both 
orders. If the orders are not equivalent in size, the System will cancel or reject the smaller 
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of the two orders, and the larger order will remain on the Book or processes in accordance 
with Rule 5.32, as applicable. 

 

Additional information regarding risk controls can be found in the US Options Risk Management 
Specification document.  

 
Rule 5.7. Entry of Orders and Quotes 

Question [11]: When may Users submit orders and quotes into the System? 

 
Answer:  Pursuant to Rule 5.7, Users may enter orders and quotes into the System, or cancel 

previously entered orders, from 2:00 AM Eastern Time until RTH market close. Users may cancel 
orders and quotes with a Time-in-Force of GTC or GTD that remain on the Book until 4:45PM 

Eastern Time.  

 
Rule 5.24. Disaster Recovery 

Question [12]: Which TPHs must participate in disaster recovery testing? 

 

Answer:  Rule 5.24(b) will require certain TPHs to connect to backup systems and participate in 
testing at least once every 12 months. Pursuant to Rule 5.24(b), TPHs that meet the following 
criteria will be required to participate in disaster recovery testing:  

 

- TPHs that the Exchange has determined contribute a meaningful percentage of the 

Exchange’s overall volume.  

 
- TPHs that the Exchange has determined contribute a meaningful percentage of the 

Exchange’s executed customer volume in SPX and VIX combined.  

 
- TPHs that participate as Market-Makers (including LMMs) in option classes exclusively listed 

on the Exchange that submit continuous electronic quotes in those classes.  
 

- TPHs that participate as DPMs in multiply listed option classes. 

 
Interpretation and Policy .01 to Rule 5.24 states that for purposes of determining which TPHs 
contribute a meaningful percentage of the Exchange’s overall volume and customer volume in 

SPX and VIX pursuant to 5.24(b)(1) and (2), respectively, the Exchange will measure volume 
executed on the Exchange during a specified calendar quarter (the “measurement quarter”). 
The Exchange will provide TPHs with reasonable advance notice of the applicable meaningful 
percentage and measurement quarter. The Exchange will individually notify all TPHs that are 

subject to this connection requirement based on the applicable meaningful percentage 

following the completion of the applicable measurement quarter. The Exchange will provide 
these TPHs with reasonable advance notice that they must participate in the testing described 
above. 

 

 

https://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/US_Options_Risk_Management_Specification.pdf
https://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/US_Options_Risk_Management_Specification.pdf
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Rule 5.25. Message Traffic Mitigation 
Question [13]: What are the Exchange mechanisms to mitigate message traffic? 
 

Answer:  Rule 5.25 describes steps the Exchange will take to mitigate message traffic. First, the 

System will not send an outbound message in a series that has not been but is about to be sent 
if a more current quote message for the same series is available for sending, but does not delay 

the sending of any messages. Second, the System will prioritize price update messages over size 
update messages in all series and in conjunction with the replace on queue functionality 

described above. 
 

Rule 5.30. Availability of Orders and Quotes for Electronic Processing 
Question [14]: What order types will be available during RTH?  

 
Answer:  Rule 5.30(a) provides that the Exchange may make the following order types, order 

instructions, and times-in-force available during RTH (which will run from 9:30 AM Eastern Time 
to 4:15 PM Eastern Time): 

 

- Order Types: limit orders and market orders 
 

- Order Instructions: all-or-none (“AON”), attributable, book only, all sessions, cancel back, 
electronic only, MTP modifier, minimum quantity, non-attributable, post only, price adjust, 

qualified cross contingent (“QCC”), reserve order, RTH only, stop (stop-loss), and stop limit 

 
- Times-in-Force: day, fill-or-kill (“FOK”), GTC, GTD, immediate-or-cancel (“IOC”), limit-on-

close (“LOC”), market-on-close (“MOC”), and opening rotation (“OPG”) 

 
Question [15]: What order types will be available during GTH?  
 

Answer:  Rule 5.30(b) provides that the Exchange may make the following order types, order 
instructions, and times-in-force available during GTH (which will run from 3:00 AM Eastern Time 

to 9:15 AM Eastern Time): 
 
- Order Types: limit order 

 

- Order Instructions: AON, Attributable, Book Only, All Sessions, Cancel Back, Electronic Only, 

MTP Modifier, Minimum Quantity, Non-Attributable, Post Only, Price Adjust, Reserve Order, 
and Stop Limit 

 
- Times-in-Force: Day, FOK, GTC, GTD, IOC, and OPG 
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Rule 5.31. Opening Auction Process 
Question [16]: What will the regular opening process be in RTH (GTH)? 
 

Answer:  For details regarding the opening process, please see Rule 5.31 and the US Options 
Opening Process specifications manual.  

 
Question [17]: Are there any terminology changes applicable to the opening process? 

 

Answer:  Rule 5.31(a) sets forth the definitions of the following terms pertaining to the opening 
auction process described in Rule 5.31: 

 
- Composite Market: The market for a series comprised of (a) the higher of the then-current 

best appointed Market-Maker bulk message bid on the Exchange and the away best bid 
(“ABB”) (if there is an ABB) and (b) the lower of the then-current best appointed Market-

Maker bulk message offer on the Exchange and the away best offer (“ABO”) (if there is an 
ABO). 

 
- Composite Bid (Offer): The bid (offer) used to determine the Composite Market. 

 
- Composite Width: The width of the Composite Market (i.e., the width between the 

Composite Bid and the Composite Offer) of a series. 

 
- Maximum Composite Width: The amount that the Composite Width of a series may 

generally not be greater than for the series to open (subject to certain exceptions further 
detailed in the Rule). 

 
- Opening Auction Updates: Exchange-disseminated messages that contain information 

regarding the expected opening of a series based on orders and quotes in the Queuing Book 

for the applicable trading session and, if applicable, the GTH Book, including the expected 
opening price, the then-current cumulative size on each side at or more aggressive than the 

expected opening price, and whether the series would open (and any reason why a series 

would not open). 

 
- Opening Collar: The price range that establishes limits at or inside of which the System 

determines the Opening Trade Price for a series. The Opening Collar will be determined by 
determining the midpoint of the Composite Market, and adding and subtracting half of the 
applicable width amount above and below, respectively, that midpoint. 

 
- Opening Trade Price: The price at which the System executes opening trades in a series 

during the opening rotation. 

 
- Queuing Book: The term “Queuing Book” means the book into which Users may submit 

orders and quotes (and onto which GTC and GTD orders remaining on the Book from the 

http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/US_Options_Opening_Process.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/US_Options_Opening_Process.pdf
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previous trading session or trading day, as applicable, are entered) during the Queuing 
Period for participation in the applicable opening rotation. Orders and quotes on the 
Queuing Book may not execute until the opening rotation. 

 
- Queuing Period: The time period prior to the initiation of an opening rotation during which 

the System will accept orders and quotes for participation in the opening rotation for the 
applicable trading session. 

 
Question [18]: How does the queuing period work? 

 

Answer: Rule 5.31(b) describes the Queuing Period. The Queuing Period will begin at 2:00 AM 

Eastern Time for All Sessions Classes and at 7:30 AM Eastern Time for RTH Only Classes. 
Pursuant to Rule 5.31(b)(2), orders and quotes on the Queuing Book will not be eligible for 
execution until the opening rotation. 

 
Additional details regarding the queuing period can be found in the US Options Opening 
Process specifications manual.  

 

Question [19]: How will the re-opening process work following a trading halt? 

 
Answer: Pursuant to Rule 5.31(g), the Exchange will open series using the same opening auction 

process as used for the GTH and RTH sessions, described in further detail in Rule 5.31, following 

any trading halt in the class declared by the Exchange pursuant to Rule 5.20, except:  

 
- Queuing Period. The Queuing Period will begin immediately when the Exchange halts 

trading in the class.  
 

- Open Orders. If a User has orders or quotes resting on the Book at the time of a trading halt, 
the System will queue those orders and quotes in the Queuing Book for participation in the 
opening rotation following the trading halt, unless the User entered instructions to cancel 

its resting orders and quotes. 

 
- Opening Time. The System will initiate the opening rotation for a class upon the Exchange’s 

determination to resume trading pursuant to Rule 5.20. 

 
Question [20]: Are there any changes to the Volatility Expiration Special Opening Quote (“SOQ”) 
process? 
 

Answer:  Rule 5.31(j) describes the modified opening auction process the Exchange will use to 

calculate the exercise or final settlement value of expiring volatility index derivatives. The 
concept of a strategy orders will be eliminated from the modified opening auction process. The 
Exchange will introduce the concept of Settlement Liquidity Opening Orders (“SLOO”), which 
are limit orders in a constituent option series designated with an OPG Time-in-Force that Users 

may submit to the Exchange only on exercise settlement value determination days following 

http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/US_Options_Opening_Process.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/US_Options_Opening_Process.pdf
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the cut-off time described below. The System will cancel a SLOO (or remaining portion) that 
does not execute during the modified opening auction process. 

 

Pursuant to Rule 5.31(j)(3)(A), the System will accept all orders and quotes (except for SLOOs 
which the System rejects), and any changes to or cancellations of those orders and quotes, prior 
to 9:20 AM Eastern Time. After 9:20 AM Eastern Time (until the opening of trading in a series), 
the System only accepts (a) SLOOs (including changes to an cancellations of SLOOs), and (b) 

bulk message bids and offers (including changes to and cancellations of bulk message bids and 

offers submitted before and after the cut-off time) from Market-Makers with an SPX 
appointment. The System will reject all other orders and quotes (and all other changes to and 

cancellations of orders and quotes submitted prior to the cut-off time). Market-Maker quoting 
activity on exercise settlement value determination days will continue to be subject to all 

applicable rules. 
 

Rule 5.31(j)(6) states a User may submit multiple orders and quotes in accordance with 
subparagraph (j)(3). If, during the opening rotation, the System executes an order or quote of 

that User against another order or quote of that User, the Exchange does not deem that fact 
alone to cause these executions to be considered violations of Section 9(a)(1) of the Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”), and instead will evaluate other facts and 
circumstances.  The Exchange will review all activity, including these executions, during the 
modified opening auction process for compliance with the Exchange Rules and the Exchange 

Act, including those that prohibit manipulation. 

 
The following are examples of occurrences of self-trades that, based on the facts and 

circumstances (assuming there were no other circumstances that may indicate manipulative 

intent), appear not to have been conducted for an improper purpose, and thus to be self-trades 

the Exchange would not deem to be violations of Section 9(a)(1) of the Exchange Act: 
 
Example #1  

Strike range of settlement strip determined at 9:15 AM Eastern Time: 2800 through 3200 calls, 
and 2800 through 1500 puts  

 
Best SPX Market-Maker Quote Range in the 2000 put series at 9:20 AM Eastern Time: 0 – 0.20 (0 
x 500 contracts)  

 
Firm A submits vega replicating market order to buy 1,000,000 vega at 9:17 AM Eastern Time  

 
Firm B submits vega replicating market order to buy 500,000 vega at 9:18 AM Eastern Time  

 
This example focuses on the 2000 put series, in which Firm A has a market order to buy 1,000 
contracts of the 2000 put and Firm B has a market order to buy 500 contracts of the 2000 put. At 

the 9:20 cut-off time, the book depth shows a GTC order to sell 10,000 of the 2000 put for 0.50 
was previously submitted. The Opening Collar range is 0 to 0.25. At 9:20 a.m., the then-current 

expected opening price based on orders and quotes in the Queuing Book is 0.50, at which price 
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there are 1,500 contracts to buy (from the vega replicating orders of Firms A and B) and 1,500 
contracts to sell (from the resting GTC order), which price is outside of the Opening Collar. As a 
result, the opening auction updates indicate more sellers are needed at a price of no more than 

0.25 in order for the series to open. At 9:22 a.m., Firm A sees one of those messages and submits 
a SLOO to sell 500 of the 2000 put at 0.20. The same imbalance continues to exist (because more 
contracts will execute at a price of 0.50 than 0.20), so the opening auction updates continue, 
except the amount of the imbalance has been reduced (there are now 1,500 contracts to buy 

and 1,000 contracts to sell at that price). At 9:28 a.m., Firm C sees one of those messages and 

submits a SLOO to sell 500 at 0.15. As a result, there are 1500 contracts on each side of the 
market to open with an Opening Trade Price of 0.20. Assuming no other sellers enter the market 

prior to the opening of trading, during the opening rotation: 
 

 Firm A buys 1,000 contracts of the 2000 put at 0.20  

 Firm B buys 500 contracts of the 2000 put at 0.20  

 Firm A sells 500 contracts of the 2000 put at 0.20   

 Firm C sells 500 contracts of the 2000 put at 0.20   

 Market-Makers sell 500 contracts of the 2000 put at 0.20 

 
If the System executed some or all of the contracts comprising Firm A’s SLOO against 500 

contracts comprising part of Firm A’s vega replicating market order to buy, based on this 

information (and in the absence of other facts and circumstances demonstrating a different 
intent), it appears Firm A submitted the SLOO because it deemed that submission to be in Firm 

A’s interest to try to execute against contra-side interest causing the imbalance and ensure the 
series opens at a reasonable price, rather than to influence the settlement price. Therefore, the 

Exchange would not view execution of Firm A’s SLOO against its vega replicating order would 
not be deemed a violation of Section 9(a)(1) of the Exchange Act. 

 
Example #2 

Strike range of settlement strip determined at 9:15 AM Eastern Time: 2800 through 3200 calls, 
and 2800 through 1500 puts 
 

Best SPX Market-Maker Quote Range in the 2800 call series at 9:20 AM Eastern Time: 10.00 – 
11.00 (500 x 500 contracts) 

 

Firm A submits vega replicating market order to buy 1,000,000 vega at 9:17 AM Eastern Time 
 
Firm B submits vega replicating market order to sell 500,000 vega at 9:18 AM Eastern Time 

 

This example focuses on the 2800 call series, in which Firm A has a market order to buy 200 
contracts of the 2800 call and Firm B has a market order to sell 100 contracts of the 2800 call. 
The Opening Collar range is 10.10 – 10.90.75 At 9:20 AM, the then-current expected opening 
price based on orders and quotes in the Queuing Book is 11.00, at which price there are 200 

contracts to buy (from the vega replicating order of Firm A) and 200 contracts to sell (from 
Market-Makers), which price is outside of the Opening Collar. As a result, the opening auction 
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updates indicate more sellers are needed at a price of no more than 10.90 in order for the series 
to open. At 9:22 AM, Firm A sees one of those messages and submits a SLOO to sell 100 of the 
2800 call at 10.80. As a result, there are 200 contracts on each side of the market to open with 

an Opening Trade Price of 10.90. Assuming no other sellers enter the market prior to the 
opening of trading, during the opening rotation: 
 

 Firm A buys 200 contracts of the 2800 call at 10.90 

 Firm A sells 100 contracts of the 2800 call at 10.90  

 Firm B sells 100 contracts of the 2800 call at 10.90   
 

In this case, the 100 contracts from Firm A’s SLOO executed against 100 contracts of Firm A’s 
vega replicating market order to buy. Based on this information (and in the absence of other 

facts and circumstances demonstrating a different intent), it appears Firm A submitted the 
SLOO because it deemed that submission to be in Firm A’s interest to try to execute against 

contra-side interest causing the imbalance and ensure the series opens at a reasonable price, 
rather than to influence the settlement price. Therefore, the Exchange would not view 

execution of Firm A’s SLOO against its vega replicating order would not be deemed a violation 

of Section 9(a)(1) of the Exchange Act. 

 
Example #3 
Strike range of settlement strip determined at 9:15 AM: 2800 through 3200 calls, and 2800 

through 1500 puts 

 
Firm A submits vega replicating market order to buy 3,000,000 vega at 9:17 AM Eastern Time 

Eastern Time Firm B submits vega replicating market order to buy 1,500,000 vega at 9:18 AM 
Eastern Time 

 

As a result, the opening auction updates indicate more sellers are needed in most of the strikes 
in the settlement strip series. At 9:25 AM, Firm A determines from the auction update messages 

that the indicative VIX value may be above 17.5 with a total amount of 4,500,000 vega. 

Separately, the auction update messages indicate at least 1,000,000 vega to sell is necessary to 
open. Firm A responds to these auction update messages by submitting a SLOO in each series 

in the settlement strip that need sellers based on 1,000,000 vega with an indicative VIX value of 
16.5. Other market participants also submit SLOOs to offset the imbalances. The indicative VIX 

settlement value is 16.75. Assuming no other sellers enter the market prior to the opening of 
trading, during the opening rotation: 
 

 Firm A buys 3,000,000 vega at 16.75 

 Firm B buys 1,500,000 vega at 16.75 

 Firm A sells 1,000,000 vega at 16.75 

 MMs sell 3,500,000 vega at 16.75  
 
If the System executed some or all of the contracts comprising Firm A’s SLOO to sell against 

contracts comprising part of Firm A’s vega replicating market order to buy, based on this 
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information (and in the absence of other facts and circumstances demonstrating a different 
intent), it appears Firm A submitted the SLOO because it deemed that submission to be in Firm 
A’s interest to try to execute against contra-side interest causing the imbalance and ensure the 

series opens at a reasonable price, rather than to influence the settlement price. Therefore, the 
Exchange would not view execution of Firm A’s SLOO against its vega replicating order would 
not be deemed a violation of Section 9(a)(1) of the Exchange Act. 
 

For details regarding the Volatility Expiration SOQ process please see Rule 5.31 and the US 

Options Opening Process specifications manual. A circular with additional information on this 
topic will be released on a later date.   

 
Rule 5.32. Order and Quote Book Processing, Display, Priority, and Execution 

Question [21]: What is the Price Adjust process?  
 

Answer: Rule 5.32(b) describes the Price Adjust process, which is a repricing mechanism. 
Orders designated as subject to the Price Adjust process or not designated as Cancel Back (and 

thus subject to the Price adjust process), will be handled pursuant to Rule 5.32(b).  
 

Pursuant to Rule 5.32(b)(1)(A), if a buy (sell) non-AON order at the time of entry would lock or 
cross a Protected Quotation of another exchange or the Exchange, the System will rank and 

display the order at one minimum price variation below (above) the current NBO (NBB). 

Additionally, if the offer (bid) of a sell (buy) AON order resting on the Book is at or better than 

the Exchange’s best offer (bid), the System ranks the resting AON order one minimum price 
variation above (below) the bid (offer) of a non-AON order.  

 
The Price Adjust process handles AON orders different than other orders, because AON orders 
are not displayed on the Book (and thus are not Protected Quotations). The process will 

generally re-price the incoming (and thus later arriving order). However, the System will reprice 
a resting AON order rather than an incoming non-AON order, because AON orders have last 

priority and are not displayed, and thus should not cause the price of an incoming non-AON 
order to reprice.  

 
Rule 5.32(b)(2) states the circumstances that caused the System to adjust the price of an order 
change so that it would not lock or cross, as applicable, a Protected Quotation or an AON resting 

on the Book at a price at or better than the BBO, the System will give the Price Adjust order a 
new timestamp. The System will rank or display the order at a price that locks or is one 
minimum price variation away from the new Protected Quotation or AON resting on the Book 
at or better than the BBO, as applicable. All Price Adjust orders that are re-ranked and re-

displayed (if applicable) will retain their priority as compared to other Price Adjust orders based 

upon the time the System initially received the orders. The System will not display a Price Adjust 
limit order at any price worse than its limit price. 

 
 

 

http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/US_Options_Opening_Process.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/US_Options_Opening_Process.pdf
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Rule 5.37. Automated Improvement Mechanism (“AIM” or “AIM Auction”) 
Question [22]:  What orders are eligible to be an “Initiating Order” for an AIM Auction? 
 

Answer:  Pursuant to Rule 5.37, a TPH may electronically submit for execution an order it 
represents as agent (“Agency Order”) against principal interest or a solicited order(s) (an 
“Initiating Order”) provided it submits the Agency Order for electronic execution into an AIM 
Auction pursuant to the Rule. However, as is the case under existing Rule 6.74A.04, new Rule 

5.37 provides that an Initiating Order may not be an order for the account of any Market-Maker 

with an appointment in the applicable class on the Exchange.  
 

Question [23]: Who may respond to AIM Auctions? 
 

Answer:  Pursuant to Rule 5.37(c)(5), all Users may submit responses to an AIM Auction that are 
properly marked specifying price, size, side of the market, and the Auction ID for the AIM Auction 

to which the User is submitting the response. AIM responses may only participate in the AIM 
Auction with the Auction ID specified in the response.  

 
Question [24]: Can multiple AIMs occur simultaneously? 

 
Answer:  Rule 5.37(c)(1) states with respect to Agency Orders for less than 50 standard option 
contracts (or 500 mini-option contracts), only one AIM Auction may be ongoing at any given 

time in a series, and AIM Auctions in the same series may not queue or overlap in any manner. 

One or more AIM Auctions in the same series for Agency orders of 50 standard option contracts 
(or 500 mini-option contracts) or ore may occur at the same time. To the extent there is more 

than one AIM Auction in a series underway at a time, the AIM Auctions will conclude sequentially 

based on the exact time each AIM Auction commenced, unless terminated early pursuant to 

Rule 5.37(d). At the time each AIM Auction concludes, the System will allocate the Agency Order 
pursuant to Rule 5.37(e) and take into account all AIM Auction responses and unrelated orders 
and quotes in place at the exact time of conclusion. In the event there are multiple AIM Auctions 

underway that are each terminated early pursuant to Rule 5.37(d), the System will process the 
AIM Auctions sequentially based on the exact time each AIM Auction commenced. 

 
Question [25]: Are there any changes with respect to the entitlement for the Initiating Order? 
 

Answer:  Rule 5.37(e) describes how contra-side interest is allocated against the Agency Order. 
The applicable percentage with respect to the entitlement for the Initiating Order will be based 

on the number of other Users at the same price. Additionally, the allocation percentages are 
based on the number of contracts remaining after execution of Priority Customer orders.  

 
Question [26]: Are there any other changes to AIM? 
 

Answer:  Priority Customer Agency Orders may be at a stop price at or better than the Exchange 
best bid (offer) if the resting order at the best bid (offer) is not also a Priority Customer. Pursuant 

to Rule 5.37(b)(2), an Agency Order to buy (sell) must be at a stop price at least one minimum 
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increment better than the Exchange best bid (offer), unless the Agency Order is a Priority 
customer order and the resting order is not a Priority Customer, in which case the Agency Order 
must be at or better than the Exchange best bid (offer).  

 
Additionally, Rule 5.37(e)(4) defines resting displayed quotes and orders as Priority Orders, and 
provides that these orders will have priority at each price level, not just the Initial NBBO.  

 

Finally, the Exchange will no longer require at least three Market-Makers with an appointment 

in a given class to be quoting during the RTH session in order for an AIM Auction to initiate.  
 

For additional information, please refer to Rule 5.37 in the shell Rulebook and Rule Filings SR-
Cboe-2019-045. 

 
 

Other Chapters 
The remaining chapters in the new Rulebook are structured as follows: 

 
- Chapter 2 will cover TPH fees.  Additional information regarding certain fees associated with 

the Migration can be found in the Cboe Options Technical Integration FAQ.  Please also refer 
to the Cboe Options Fee Schedule located here.  

  

- Chapter 3 will cover TPH membership, registration and participants. Section A will contain 

rules regarding TPH qualifications, Section B will contain rules regarding TPH registration, 
and Section C will contain rules regarding TPH trading functions. 

 

- Chapter 4 will cover options listing. Section A will contain listing rules regarding equity and 

ETP options, Section B will contain listing rules regarding index options, Section C will 
contain listing rules regarding FLEX Options, Section D will contain listing rules regarding 
Corporate Debt Security Options, Section E will contain listing rules regarding Credit 

Options, Section F will contain listing rules regarding Government security options, Section 
G will contain listing rules regarding interest rate options. 

 
- Chapter 6 will cover post-transaction matters and its Section A will contain rules regarding 

transaction reports and modifications and Section B will contain rules regarding exercises 

and deliveries. 
 

- Chapter 7 will cover regulatory records, reports and audits and its Section A will contain 
rules regarding general provisions, and Section B will contain rules regarding the 

consolidated audit trail (“CAT”). 
 
- Chapter 8 will cover business conduct. 

 
- Chapter 9 will cover doing business with the public. 

 

http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-045.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-045.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/C1_Technical_Integration_FAQ.pdf
http://www.cboe.com/publish/feeschedule/CBOEFeeSchedule.pdf
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- Chapter 10 will cover margin requirements. 
 
- Chapter 11 will cover net capital requirements. 

 
- Chapter 12 will cover summary suspensions. 
 
- Chapter 13 will cover discipline. 

 

- Chapter 14 will cover arbitration. 
 

- Chapter 15 will cover hearings and review.  
 

Rule Filings 
As noted in the introduction to this Regulatory Circular, Cboe Options rule filings are generally posted 

here. As of September 20, 2019, the below rule filings specific to the Migration have been submitted to 
the SEC.  Each filing is effective and will become operative upon the Migration. 

 

File Number Description SEC Release 

SR-Cboe-2018-074 Adopts post-Migration Rulebook 

shell structure 

SEC Release No. 34-84739 

(immediately effective)  

SR-Cboe-2019-027 Amends and moves definitions 
to shell Rulebook  

SEC Release No. 34-86173 
(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-033 Amends and moves Exchange 

Rules regarding electronic 
processing of simple orders and 

connectivity to the Exchange  

SEC Release No. 34-86374 

(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-034 
SR-Cboe-2019-034 Amendment 

No. 1 
SR-Cboe-2019-034 Amendment 

No. 2 

SR-Cboe-2019-034 Amendment 
No. 3 

Amends and moves the 
Exchange Rules regarding the 

opening process, including the 
VIX derivative settlement process 

SEC Release No. 34-86879  
(approved/effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-042 Amends and moves Exchange 

Rules related to open outcry 
trading and PAR routing 

SEC Release No. 34-86772 

(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-045 Amends and moves Exchange 
Rules related to AIM 

SEC Release Pending 
(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-046 Amends and moves Exchange 

Rules related to end-of-month 
and end-of-day indicative values 

SEC Release No. 34-86766 

(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-050 Amends and moves Exchange 
Rules related to routing services, 

SEC Release No. 34-86878  
(immediately effective) 

http://markets.cboe.com/us/options/regulation/rule_filings/cone/
https://www.cboe.com/publish/RuleFilingsSEC/SR-CBOE-2018-074.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2018/34-84739.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-027.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2019/34-86173.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-033.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2019/34-86374.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/pending/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-034.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/pending/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-034-Amendment-No-1.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/pending/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-034-Amendment-No-1.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/pending/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-034-Amendment-No-2.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/pending/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-034-Amendment-No-2.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/pending/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-034-Amendment-No-3.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/pending/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-034-Amendment-No-3.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2019/34-86879.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-042.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2019/34-86772.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-045.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-046.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2019/34-86766.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-050.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2019/34-86878.pdf
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including the Hybrid Agency 
Liaison (“HAL”) system (which 

will be known as the Step Up 
Mechanism (“SUM”))  

SR-Cboe-2019-051 Amends and moves Exchange 

Rules related to AIM auctions for 

complex orders 

SEC Release No. 34-86916  

(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-056 Amends and moves Exchange 

Rules related to the Cboe Trade 

Match System (“CTM”) and 

Clearing Editor functionality 

SEC Release No. 34-86920  

(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-057 Amends and moves Exchange 

Rules related to price protections 

and risk controls 

SEC Release No. 34-86923  

(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-058 Amends and moves Exchange 

Rules related to cabinet trading 

SEC Release No. 34-86994  

(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-059 Amends and moves Exchange 
Rules related to Market-Makers 

SEC Release Pending 
(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-060  Amends and moves Exchange 

Rules related to complex orders 

SEC  Release Pending 

(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-061 Amend the Silexx Fees Schedule 
to address a new version of the 

Silexx platform to support FLEX 
Options trading  

SEC Release Pending 
(immediately effective) 

SR-Cboe-2019-062 Amends Exchange Rules related 
to certain Clearing Editor 
functionality 

SEC Release Pending 
(immediately effective) 

 

Additional Information 

For additional information about the Migration, please refer to the following documents: 

 Cboe Options Integration Update 

 Cboe Options Technical Integration FAQ  

 Cboe Options Exchange Integration 

Questions regarding the technical aspects of the Migration may also be directed to the Cboe Trade Desk 
at tradedesk@cboe.com or 913-815-7001.  Questions regarding the rule change filings may be directed 

to the contacts listed in the filings referenced above. Any further questions may be directed to 

Regulatory Interpretations at RegInterps@cboe.com or 312-786-8141. 

 

http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-051.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2019/34-86916.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-056.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2019/34-86920.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-057.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2019/34-86923.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-058.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboe/2019/34-86994.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-059.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-060.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-061
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2019/SR-CBOE-2019-062
https://cdn.cboe.com/resources/release_notes/2019/Important-Cboe-Options-Exchange-Integration-Update-August.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/C1_Technical_Integration_FAQ.pdf
https://batsintegration.cboe.com/c1
mailto:tradedesk@cboe.com
mailto:RegInterps@cboe.com

